Scour Protection of Underwater Pipelines
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Abstract: A detailed literature review on the protection of local scour beneath a submarine pipeline is presented. The review covers two basic parts of countermeasures against the pipeline scour, namely preventing the onset of scour and stimulating the self-burial of a pipeline. The research progress on the methods of the two sections is discussed in detail separately. The methods preventing the onset of scour have been extensively studied, but the understanding on their mechanisms is yet to be improved. The progress in stimulating the self-burial of a pipeline mainly focuses on a spoiler attached to a pipeline, which is investigated comprehensively with both experiments and numerical simulations. Both parts of countermeasures have been applied in some practical engineering projects and the protection effects are generally satisfying.
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1. Introduction

Submarine pipelines are vital to oil and gas transportation from offshore platforms. Oil leakage due to pipeline failure can trigger both economic and ecological catastrophe. One of the most common causes of the pipeline failure is the metal fatigue due to vortex induced vibration (VIV). When submarine pipelines are faced with fierce ocean currents or waves, local scour may appear underneath them. As the scour hole extends along the pipeline, the span length of the pipeline increases, leading to pipeline spanning. When the free span is long enough, the pipeline may experience VIV. So the protection of pipelines from scour bears significant importance.

The local scour under the pipelines starts from the onset of scour. The basic mechanism of the onset of scour was revealed by Chiew [1]. Chiew [1] performed a series of laboratory tests and pointed out that piping powered by excessive seepage flow is the dominant cause of the scour onset under pipelines in steady currents. The experimental results showed that the onset of scour starts from the downstream side of the pipeline and sand particles eject from the bottom of the pipeline. Thus an initial scour hole appears. After the onset of scour, the scour hole quickly extends along the pipeline powered by the shear stress in the tunnel flow and the pressure difference on two sides of the pipeline [2]. Sumer et al. [3] conducted a series of flume experiments on the onset of scour process with an underwater camera and pressure transducers. The results agreed well with that of Chiew[1]. A criterion formula for the onset of scour in steady current was also proposed. Zang et al. [4] simulated the onset of scour process numerically. The effects of flow parameters on the pressure difference coefficient were studied comprehensively, including the Reynolds number, the flow depth, the pipeline embedment and the thickness of boundary layer. An amplification coefficient was proposed to calculate the pressure gradient at the downstream side of the pipeline with the averaged pressure gradient along the buried part of the pipeline.

In general, the countermeasures against pipeline scour can be classified into two parts according to their principles: (1) preventing the appearance of onset of scour, and (2) accelerating the self-burial of pipelines. In the following sections, scour preventing measures of these two kinds will be described in detail.

2. Preventing the onset of scour

This part of pipeline scour protection methods mainly aim at reducing the intensity of seepage flow beneath the pipeline, thus decreasing the possibility of onset of scour. These methods include impermeable plates under the pipeline, the fiber reinforced mats, concrete mattresses covering the pipeline, the geotextile mattress with sloping curtain (GMSC), and conventional methods like graded engineering rocks.
2.1. Impermeable plate under a pipeline

Chiew [1] pointed out that the scour onset can be eradicated by placing an impermeable plate on the upstream side of a pipeline in steady currents. In this occasion, the interaction between the seepage flow and mainstream flow is terminated in the area covered by the plate. The length of seepage path below the pipeline is extended to that of the plate, and the hydraulic gradient can be greatly decreased. The critical lengths of the plate in two different flow depth conditions were also proposed. Zhang et al. [5] further investigated the protection effects of a rigid impermeable plate on a pipeline in currents with numerical simulation. The calculated results coincide well with the experiment results of Chiew [1]. The results showed that the unidirectional plate (see Fig. 1(a)) and the bidirectional plate (see Fig. 1(b)) with the same length have similar protection effects. The effects of flow depth and non-dimensional flow velocity on the critical length of the protection plate were also analyzed in detail. When the flow depth is over 4 times of the pipe diameter, the critical length of the plate is almost independent from the flow depth.

![Fig. 1 Impermeable plates beneath the pipeline][5]

2.2 Fiber reinforced mat

Fiber reinforced mats are also termed as artificial grass or bionic grass. A fiber reinforced mat is composed of a polymer textile mat, a bunch of vertical polymer “grass” and short piles under the mat for installation on the seabed (see Fig. 2). Fiber reinforced mats can reduce the flow velocity near the bed and stimulate the deposition of sediment. When fiber reinforced mats are installed on two sides of a pipeline, the impact of flow and waves on the pipeline can be reduced. The flow velocity over the pipeline can be decreased and the seepage flow under the pipeline is less intense, thus descending the hydraulic gradient in the sediment. So the pipeline can be protected. Furthermore, the fiber reinforced mats can stimulate sediment deposition by slowing down the near bottom flow carrying a high concentration of bed load, which is also helpful to protect the pipeline from scour.
onset. The fiber reinforced mats can be applied in various flow conditions, and they need little maintenance work after deployment.

Fig. 2. Fiber reinforced mat.

Yang et al. [7] designed a series of experiments in a slope flume, and the protection effects of two different fiber reinforced mats were compared with bare slope flow. When the slope is equipped with artificial grass, the sediment erosion volume is significantly decreased to 2% - 5% of that on the bare slope, and the flow rate on the slope and the time used to reach a balanced profile drop remarkably as well.

Zhao et al. [8] studied the protection effects of fiber reinforced mats on a pipeline in waves. The experimental results showed that the fiber reinforced mats successfully eliminates the scour under the pipeline on a sandy bed. Sand dunes appear on both sides of the pipeline. The results also showed that when the fiber reinforced mat is installed on the top of the pipeline only, the scour is not prevented.

Fiber reinforced mats have been applied in practical scour control projects during the past decade [9]. Jiang and Chen [10] carried out a field survey on the protected pipeline sections which were threatened by pipeline spanning. They found that the length of the free span and the scour depth reduce remarkably after the fiber reinforced mats are installed for all 11 protection pipe sections. However, they also reported that about 50% of the mats installed 5 to 6 years before were missing.

2.3 Concrete mattress covering a pipeline

Concrete mattresses covering a pipeline are originally designed to protect the pipeline from the damage of falling objects, like anchors [11]. In some occasions, they are also used to improve the stability of the pipeline.

Zhang et al. [12] investigated the flow pattern adjacent to the surface of a concrete mattress, revealing a low velocity zone in the lateral margin between two blocks and a high velocity zone near the surface of the upstream concrete block. They designed a series of flume experiments on the protection effects of concrete mattress. The result showed that the concrete mattress can protect the pipeline under it from local scour. They also found that scour holes appear near the edge of the concrete mattress.

2.4 Geotextile mattress with sloping curtain (GMSC)

A geotextile mattress with sloping curtain (GMSC, see Fig. 3) is a novel countermeasure against scour and erosion on seabed, river bed and river banks [13]. A GMSC is constituted of a geotextile mattress and a sloping curtain sewn together. The geotextile mattress is composed of a string of geotextile tubes, which are filled with local sediments like sand or gravel, or artificial materials like cement or concrete. The bottom edge of the sloping curtain is sewn on the middle of the mattress, and the top edge of the curtain is attached to a floating tube, which is filled with light materials. When the GMSC is placed in still water, the buoyancy of the floating tube pulls the curtain straight up. When the GMSC is affected by steady currents, the flow will push the curtain forward, and the curtain leans to the downstream side. The curtain is thus termed as sloping curtain. Some sand-pas openings are set close to the bottom of sloping curtain, providing a pass for bed load. Belts on the mattress and the curtain are designed to improve the stability of the device.

Xie et al. [14] researched the protection effects of a GMSC in currents in a live-bed flume. They found that the GMSC can successfully prevent the bed nearby from scour and a sand dune formed immediately downstream to the GMSC (see Fig. 4). They proposed the basic protection mechanism of a GMSC (see Fig. 5). When a GMSC is deployed in steady currents, the approaching flow is separated into two sections: an upward flow and a downward flow. These two parts collide on the leeside of the GMSC and creates two vortex systems: the top vortex system and the bottom vortex system. The top vortex system stays close to the top edge of the
curtain and can hardly affect the bed. The bottom vortex system provides a long low velocity area on the leeside of the GMSC. The bed in the low velocity area can be effectively protected from erosion.

Fig. 3. Geotextile mattress with sloping curtain.

Fig. 4. Bed profile variation near a GMSC in currents.

Fig. 5. Sketch of flow structure around GMSC.

Xie et al. [15] verified the protection effects of a GMSC on a partially buried pipeline with a visualization experiment in steady currents. An optimal distance between the GMSC and the pipeline was proposed, where the flow velocity approaching the pipeline approximately reduces to zero and the seepage beneath the pipeline generally stops. They pointed out that the seepage hydraulic gradient decreases remarkably as the GMSC gets closer to the pipeline and the seepage flow reverses when the GMSC is close enough to the pipeline.
3. Accelerating the pipeline self-burial

Burying the pipeline under the seabed is an effective way of protecting the pipeline. When a pipeline is below the surface of seabed, it is protected from the threat of local scour due to currents, waves and accidental damage from anchors. The conventional method of burying a pipeline beneath the seabed surface is digging a trench for the pipeline before or after installation. After that, the trench is artificially refilled. Sometimes, the trench for the pipeline can be also refilled automatically by sediment deposition. However, digging a trench on the seabed requires specially designed machines and the cost may sometimes be very considerable. Hulsbergen \[16\] found that a pipeline can bury itself under the surface of the seabed in specific flow conditions and the burial depth can reach up to 3 times of the pipeline diameter. This process is termed as self-burial. To accelerate this process, some attachments are installed on the surface of the pipeline to change its cross section profile. Two of the most widely studied attachments are the spoiler (see Fig. 6) and the flexible plate in waves. In practical application, spoilers have already been used on the pipeline across Hangzhou Bay in China where tidal currents are fierce \[17\].

Fig. 6. Spoiler installed on the top of a pipeline.

3.1 Spoiler

A spoiler is a thin plate attached to the surface of a pipeline, usually on the top. The height of the spoiler usually ranges from 15% to 25% of the pipeline diameter. When waves and currents affect a pipeline with a spoiler, the flow is blocked by the spoiler. The flow rate and velocity through the scour hole can increase due to the enhanced blockage effect, thus increasing the scour rate under the pipeline. When the scour hole extends long enough, the pipeline may sag into and touch the bottom of the scour hole. After that the scour hole can be refilled due to sediment deposition. The blockage effect of the spoiler may trigger secondary scour holes on both sides of a pipeline thereafter, and pipeline can sag into the scour hole again. When the scour hole is refilled again, the self-burial process is completed.

Chiew \[18\] investigated the scour depth under a pipeline with and without a spoiler. Detailed flume experiments were designed to reveal the effect of the spoiler height and the location of the spoiler on the scour depth. The results showed that the scour rate and the scour depth under the pipeline rise remarkably after a spoiler is installed. The results also indicated that the scour depth reaches a maximum value when the tip of the spoiler touches the bed on the upstream side. This was attributed to the flow separation at the tip of the spoiler. Chiew \[19\] further analyzed the effects of a spoiler on a pipeline in waves. The width and the depth of the scour hole increases remarkably when a spoiler is installed. The rise in the width of the scour hole was attributed to the intensified lee wake vortex due to the increase of blockage area of the pipeline. The rise in the scour depth was reckoned to be associated to the strengthened tunnel flow through the scour hole. A secondary scour hole was observed adjacent to the tip of the spoiler in some occasions. Cheng and Chew \[20\] established a finite difference model solving the Navier-Stocks equations and analyzed the influence of spoiler on the hydrodynamic forces on the pipeline, the vortex shedding frequency and the velocity profile in the scour hole. The results showed that the spoiler on the pipeline can increase pipeline drag force and the bed shear stress.

Chiew \[18\] investigated the scour depth under a pipeline with and without a spoiler. Detailed flume experiments were designed to reveal the effect of the spoiler height and the location of the spoiler on the scour depth. The results showed that the scour rate and the scour depth under the pipeline rise remarkably after a spoiler is installed. The results also indicated that the scour depth reaches a maximum value when the tip of the spoiler touches the bed on the upstream side. This was attributed to the flow separation at the tip of the spoiler. Chiew \[19\] further analyzed the effects of a spoiler on a pipeline in waves. The width and the depth of the scour hole increases remarkably when a spoiler is installed. The rise in the width of the scour hole was attributed to the intensified lee wake vortex due to the increase of blockage area of the pipeline. The rise in the scour depth was reckoned to be associated to the strengthened tunnel flow through the scour hole. A secondary scour hole was observed adjacent to the tip of the spoiler in some occasions. Cheng and Chew \[20\] established a finite difference model solving the Navier-Stocks equations and analyzed the influence of spoiler on the hydrodynamic forces on the pipeline, the vortex shedding frequency and the velocity profile in the scour hole. The results showed that the spoiler on the pipeline can increase pipeline drag force and the bed shear stress.

Alam and Cheng \[21\] conducted a series of numerical simulation with a Lattice Boltzmann model. The model was proved to be capable of revealing the development of the scour hole. The scour process under a pipeline with a spoiler was studied. The effects of the location and the length of the spoiler on the scour process were analyzed. Yang et al. \[22\] proposed two formulae with theoretical analysis for the scour depth under a pipeline with and without a spoiler, respectively. The formulae were validated with a series of flume experiments and can reflect the scour process correctly. The approaching flow Reynolds number and the height of the spoiler was found to affect the scour depth remarkably.

Oner \[23\] studied the flow field around a pipeline with a spoiler in steady currents with PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) method. The effects of the spoiler were compared in different Reynolds numbers. The results
showed that the length of flow separation zone is extended after a spoiler is installed, but there were no significant changes in the flow rate through the scour hole and the bed shear stress.

Han [24] studied a flexible spoiler attached on a pipeline at two different locations: on the top of a pipeline and on the bottom. The pressure distribution around the pipeline and the scour process were observed and measured. The flexible spoiler installed on the top of a pipeline behaves like common rigid spoilers, and can increase the scour depth and the drag force on the pipeline. On the contrary, the flexible spoiler attached on the bottom of a pipeline can reduce the scour depth remarkably and seize the scour process in some occasions.

Zhu et al. [25] simulated the scour process adjacent to a pipeline with a spoiler. The flow field was modeled with SST $k-\omega$ turbulence model and the variation of the bed surface profile is described by an Euler-Euler two-phase model. The simulation showed that the bed surface and the flow field are very sensitive to the height of the spoiler and the gap between the pipeline and the bed.

Oner [26] simulated the flow pattern around a pipeline with or without a spoiler in steady currents. The results of three different turbulence models and five different meshes of various densities were compared and validated with previous experimental results. It was reckoned that the standard $k-\omega$ model with the finest mesh reflects the flow field most reasonably. The results showed that the installation of a spoiler on the top of the pipeline can trigger a rise in the drag force on the pipeline and a drop in the lift force.

### 3.2 Flexible plate under a pipeline in waves

In the previous section, a flexible plate underneath a pipeline was utilized to prevent the onset of scour in unidirectional currents [6]. However, a similar device can greatly accelerate the scour rate under the pipeline in waves. Yang et al. [27] analyzed the scour process around a pipeline with a flexible plate or a spoiler in regular and irregular waves. They reckoned that the spoiler and the flexible plate under a pipeline can intensify the scour rate below a pipeline, and proposed an optimal length of the flexible plate for accelerating the scour process, which is 1.5 times of the pipeline diameter. They pointed out that the spoiler may trigger remarkable variation on the bed profile on two sides of the pipeline.

### 4. Conclusions

Researches on pipeline scour protection have made significant progress in the past few decades. In this paper, the progress on the pipeline scour protection is reviewed in two sections: preventing the onset of scour and stimulating the pipeline self-burial. The former section includes several different novel methods. These methods have been extensively studied, but the understanding on their mechanisms is yet to be improved. Some of these methods have not been applied into practical engineering, due to the cost or difficulties in the installation process, e.g. the impermeable plate under a pipeline. The progress in the latter section mainly focuses on a spoiler attached to a pipeline, which is investigated comprehensively with both experiments and numerical simulations. Spoilers have been applied in many pipeline projects worldwide, and have been widely accepted as an effective way to protect the pipeline by stimulating the self-burial process. However, some drawbacks of spoilers have been noticed and are attracting the attention of researchers.
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